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Jackson has never felt anything from his mother. All his life she treated him badly and he thought he

would never have anything good in his life. That is until Cole came on the scene. Cole was in his

early forties, and he was kind, handsome and built from pure muscle. The only problem was he was

about to marry Jacksonâ€™s mum, but he was all that Jackson could think about.It was on the night

of his eighteenth birthday when the only gift Jackson got was a pendant from Cole that he knew

meant that there was something between them. Jacksonâ€™s innocence was something that he

wanted to offer Cole, but he never knew if that chance would ever appear. For now, he would have

to watch from afar and hope that his fantasies would be enough. Maybe one day he would get a

chance at a night with Cole, but a sexual relationship with his step father was surely off limits and

taboo. Or was it?An MM Erotica Short Story by Grayson Knight.
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Normally the words flow after I finish a book. Whether good or bad, they're always there. But for

some reason they're eluding me right now and I'm trying to figure out why. I liked this story. It was

great daddy kink. Jackson was strong and sweet and sexy. And Cole....I think that's where my



struggle comes in. He was hot and sexy and, just, damn. But I never could figure out why he was

marrying Jackson's mom. The woman was a witch with no redeeming qualities so....why? It's not

like she had money. I just felt like more explanation was needed to understand him more. But,

despite that, this book was hot, sweet and good. I voluntarily reviewed an advanced copy.

4.5 stars He was determined to survive...Jackson.... Heavy neglected by his mother and no father

around.Even on his eighteenth birthday his mother is out with friends. Luckily there is a nearly

stepfather Cole....who has a present...Jackson is very turned on by Cole and he knows he want

more from Cole than a present....he only can hope Cole wants to give it to him...What follows is

highly seductive and erotic. Hot as hell and delicious forbidden.Wonderful captivated written...I was

reading while my mouth was dripping lolSmoothly flowing sentences, really great done!Can't wait for

the next part

Cole is soon to marry Jackson's mother. On Jackson's 18th birthday Cole gives him a gift and at this

point Jackson realizes there's an attraction. Cole leaves but doesn't go far. Jackson sees Cole

watching him. So, Jackson decides to give Cole a show.~Fast forward a few weeks~Its time for the

wedding and Cole asks Jackson to be his best man. After the wedding, during the reception

Jackson starts to get annoyed with watching Cole dance with his mother and leaves to use the

restroom. Its Cole's turn to take action.If you like erotic, hot, and sexy m/m intimacy this book is for

you. There is cheating which I don't mind but some might.Plot: 2Chemistry: 2Ending: 3Character

Development: 1Heat: 5I was provided with a complimentary copy of this book. I voluntarily and

honestly reviewed this book without bias or persuasion from the author/publisher.

When I saw the cover and read the blurb, I asked to review the story and started reading it as soon

as I received the ARC copy.Jackson was adorable and assertive with the way he went for what he

desired. Cole was sexy and confident as long as he was near Jackson, but seemed to be

intimidated by JacksonÃ¢Â€Â™s horrible motherÃ¢Â€Â¦his future wife, so he went ahead and

married her anyway. I guess I was not impressed with him at the end because he wanted to keep

everything secret. In my opinion that seemed to cheapen everything but having said that, Cole was

being human in that situation. From that angle I applaud the author for showing ColeÃ¢Â€Â™s

fallible side in the story. I liked how conflict was carefully interspersed throughout the story. For me

this is what writing a fiction is about. Writing a personÃ¢Â€Â™s fallibility and creating a thought

provoking story.



We all have our 'guilty pleasures' as readers and taboo is definitely one of mine. However, I don't

feel guilty about anything *smirks* I own my badge proudly.It can't be easy lusting after your

mother's fiancÃ©. However, with a mother like Jackson's, I wouldn't be feeling an ounce of guilt.

She makes me stabby *shrugs* - plain and simple.Only, all is maybe not as rosy as it seems

between his mother and the object of his fantasies, Cole. Cole could star in my dreams any day of

the week *snorts* huminah, huminah...What can I say about this erotica short story? If you're

looking for a quick hot and spicy (very!) read this weekend then look no further. Cold shower for one

please!I can't wait for the next instalment. I need to know what happens next. Impatient? Moi?

Jackson and Cole will steam up your glasses if you wear them! Their situation makes the desire

they feel for each other even sweeter and I'm looking forward to more from this author. This is a

sexy short read and I can hardly wait to find out more details in the next book! It could do with

another run-through edit but I enjoyed the premise. I've voluntarily read an Advance Reader Copy

and this is my honest opinion and review of Forbidden Lust by Grayson Knight.

Interesting tale of forbidden love and lust between a stepson and stepfather. Jackson's mother

shows very little love towards her son for some reason. His future stepfather Cole seems to be the

only parental person in his life that shows him any affection. However when Jackson turns 18 that

parental love that Cole shows changes into aomething else. However Cole still goes ahead with the

marriage to Jackson's mom. All hell breaks loose on their honeymoon needless to say things get

interesting after that.

MM plus a little taboo thrown in and you have Forbidden Lust. Jackson doesn't have the greatest

relationship with his mother, but his mother's fiancÃ© is a different story. Not only does he get along

with Cole, he has also developed feelings for him. Will he act on them? Will this be nothing more

than a passing fancy? The story was short and therefore slightly rushed. I kind of wish there was

more to it, but what we did get was hot. It is erotica, however, I wished there was more to the story

and relationship. 3 stars.
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